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At the outset we would like to congratulate the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal 

Trade (DPIIT) for taking this positive step towards seeking public comments towards an important 

piece of policy. As the representative of the information technology industry, we also thank DPIIT for 

this opportunity to present our views and suggestions. 

Our comments are in two parts –  

 General Comments highlighting our feedback on the scope and objectives of the policy and 

three key themes – consumer protection, level playing field and data. 

 Specific Comments highlighting our feedback on each of the six sections of the proposed 

policy. 

General Comments 

As consumers become increasingly accustomed to their new online lives, the macro challenges 

which India faces in e-commerce are: 

 Limited access to internet and low speed beyond the big cities,  

 Limitation of English based communication, 

 Barriers pertaining to tech usability,  

 Gaps in consumer protection, 

 Underdeveloped logistics and 

 Cumbersome regulatory procedures and compliances  

Overall we suggest that the e-commerce policy should help organise efforts to address the above 

challenges and unlock the potential of exponential growth in the next phase of e-commerce in India. 

1. Definition and scope: The draft policy (’policy’) defines e-commerce to include buying, selling, 

marketing or distribution of (i) goods, including digital products and (ii) services; through 

electronic network. We recommend that that policy should limit its scope to cover various e-

commerce platforms dealing in sale of goods and services and the sellers on those platforms. 

Our rationale for suggesting this is explained below: 

1.1. The policy has introduced the words marketing or distribution in the definition. This is 

possibly to align the definition with the WTO.1 The proposed definition is different from the 

definitions in the FDI Policy, 2017 and the Consumer Protection Bill, 2018 (both of these are 

similar to each other). We submit that the policy should limit its scope to e-commerce as 

defined in the FDI Policy, 2017.2 We believe that this will help provide regulatory clarity 

without affecting India’s participation in e-commerce discussions at the WTO. 

1.2. It is important to ensure that there is no policy overlap with other departments. The policy 

impacts a wide range of entities including e-commerce platforms, IoT, search engines, ISPs, 

OTT services providers, content ecosystem and the larger Indian IT industry which 

processes data on behalf of clients. With the stated scope the policy would go on to cover, 

for example, a bank in India outsourcing its IT operations to a technology company, and 

complying with the RBI guidelines while doing so. Similarly, a large corporate group 

procuring additional cloud services outside India will also be covered. Cloud based data 

services which are not directly involved in the B2C e-commerce transactions would get 

covered. We presume that it is not the intention of the DPIIT to cover all this under the 

scope of this policy. Further, the policy goes into core issues like personal data protection, 

                                                           
1 Under WTO e-commerce is defined as -- production, distribution, marketing, sale or delivery of goods and services by electronic means 
2 E-commerce means buying and selling of goods and services including digital products over digital and electronic network. 
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information technology law, community data and competition which are the subject matter 

of different legislations. These are horizontal themes with scope much wider than e-

commerce and should not be reviewed just from the perspective of this policy. An e-

commerce policy should be developed on the basis of such legislations and not in parallel.  

2. Objectives of the policy:  

2.1. Ensuring that there is genuine competition in the market to encourage entrepreneurship 

and innovation [pg.9]: Competition in the market may or may not be a sufficient condition 

to encourage entrepreneurship and innovation.  That might depend on many other factors 

like size of the market, entry barriers, and investment in R&D etc. The draft policy should 

treat enabling competition as an independent objective and independently the many 

factors which may boost innovation and entrepreneurship. 

2.2. Retaining policy space in the WTO negotiations on e-commerce to seek disclosure of source 

code and retain policy space to grant preferential treatment to digital products created in 

India: We support the idea of retaining policy space in the WTO negotiations. However, it is 

not clear how seeking disclosure of source code will result in technology transfer. In fact, it 

can have the opposite effect as businesses may delay introduction of technology in India if 

such a policy is implemented. Technology transfer is usually facilitated through policies 

which encourage cross-border trade, FDI, joint ventures, licensing agreements, 

international movement of people and government to government co-operation. 

Technology transfer is more likely to happen in conditions which afford greater protection 

to intellectual property (IP) than those that mandate disclosure of source code.  

3. Consumer protection: The legal framework around consumer protection is already being 

strengthened in the context of e-commerce.3 Therefore, the policy should avoid detailed 

prescriptions and instead lay down the principles of consumer protection that are especially 

relevant from an e-commerce perspective to guide subsequent legal frameworks. Overlap of the 

policy with existing laws risks creating ambiguity due to possible differences and varying 

interpretations. 

4. Level playing field: The linkages made between level playing field, access to data and innovation 

are not clear from the policy.4 The document presents an ambiguous picture and ignores many 

of the factors that lead to creation of high value digital products such as resources spent on 

R&D, the competitive landscape in the local economy, access to skilled talent, an enabling 

political environment, legal and regulatory framework which incentivises innovation and 

exposure to international markets. Therefore, the linkage made in the draft policy between the 

“almost nil” chance of creating high value digital products and inaccessibility to data, is weak. 

4.1. The policy should focus on promoting start-ups and MSMEs through measures to encourage 

entrepreneurship, competition and employment so that there is a wider spread of 

economic activities. 

                                                           
3 Some examples: Regulation of consumer protection is mainly dealt under the Consumer Protection Act. Already a new Consumer 

Protection Bill has been passed by the Lok Sabha. This deals with measures to prevent unfair trade practices in e-commerce, direct selling, 
etc. [S.94]. Consumer protection concerns in the context of data are mainly about – protection of (a) privacy and (2) protection against 
misuse of data to reduce consumer surplus.  The first is being dealt with comprehensively through the proposed Personal Data Protection 
Bill (PDP Bill) and the second is being dealt with in the Consumer Protection Bill which has recently been passed by the Lok Sabha. Further, 
due diligence obligations on Intermediaries, especially those dealing with content delivery are regulated under the Information Technology 
Act, 2000 (“IT Act”). The Government is presently in the process of finalising the draft Information Technology [Intermediary Guidelines 
(Amendment) Rules], 2018 which are intended to amend the existing Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules, 2011. The 
RBI has recently implemented the Ombudsman Scheme for Digital Transactions. 
4 The policy asserts - Without access to adequate data, MSMEs and start-ups remain at a disadvantage to develop a large number of 

innovative solutions. The policy then notes -- Streamlining the access to data, while protecting privacy of users, in the current vibrant start-
up culture would be a win-win situation for all stakeholders. The policy further asserts that, by not imposing restrictions on cross-border data 
flow, India would itself be shutting the doors for creation of high-value digital products in the country. 
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4.2. Regulations focussing on level playing field should ensure the same set of rules for similar 

businesses, primarily through the lens of consumer protection and anti-competitive 

conduct.5  

4.3. The policy should avoid prescribing specific measures to deal with competition concerns as 

they should be addressed under the Competition Act, 2002.6 

5. Data: 

5.1. We support the draft policy’s objective to empower the users/consumers to have control 

over the data they generate and own. However, by barring business entities from sharing 

‘sensitive data’ of Indian users with third party entities even with customer consent, the 

policy does not consider the user’s rights over the data they generate. This is also contrary 

to the provisions in the PDP Bill [S.41]. 

5.2. The PDP Bill deals with regulation of cross border flow of personal data and has already 

undergone extensive consultations. The PDP Bill deals with key privacy concepts in detail 

including consent, purpose limitation and privacy by design. Therefore, a data policy on e-

commerce is likely to increase regulatory uncertainty and any differences between the 

policy and the final data protection law will present unintended challenges. For the sake of 

legal certainty, the draft policy should refrain from making recommendations with respect 

to personal data. In case the policy proposes any material departure from the PDP Bill, it is 

requested that these be highlighted clearly in the policy.  

5.3. Subject to the above, we offer the following comments on three specific proposals related 

to data in the policy: 

5.3.1. Restriction on cross border flow of data: The policy does not explain how restricting 

cross-border flow of data will help protect the consumer, domestic industry and data 

as a national asset and therefore, the need for restricting cross-border flow of data is 

not clear. The policy provides for very broad restrictions on cross border flow of data.7 

This approach is worrisome as the policy erroneously equates restriction on cross 

border flow of data with access to data. For instance, a cloud service provider will not 

provide data to start-ups just because the data is stored in India. Further, the draft 

policy by preventing cross-border data flow (with the consequence that data 

generated in India is stored in India) ignores the fact that sharing of data with an entity 

in India (if required) is possible even if the data is stored outside India. Therefore, the 

rationale on restricting cross-border data flows is not clear and the policy does not 

take into account the reality of accessing data without it being stored locally. 

Moreover, it is not clear from the policy how restrictions on cross border data flow will 

help MSMEs and start-ups develop a large number of innovative solutions. 

5.3.2. Sharing of community data:  

5.3.2.1. The policy should clearly provide that it refers to community data collected 

through IoT devices installed by government or government agencies. 

5.3.2.2. The policy fails to take into account existing frameworks for sharing 

community data, therefore, the government should work with the concerned 

nodal departments to improve the efficacy of existing community data 

frameworks. This is detailed in our specific comments.  

                                                           
5 In commerce, a level playing field is about similar businesses playing by the same set of rules. It is not about each player having an equal 

chance to succeed.  Disruption of the playing field, where innovative companies are able to prosper and those that innovate less or not at 
all are destined to perish, is often one of the most significant consequences of innovation (On creative disruption as an idea in general see 
Thomas K Mccraw, Prophet of Innovation: Joseph Schumpeter and Creative Destruction). Innovation naturally disrupts the playing field. 
6 The Competition Act, 2002 is already under review by the government and public consultations are an integral part of the review process. 
7 Covers data generated by users in India by various sources, including e-commerce platforms, social media, search engines etc. (pg. 16). 

Further, the exceptions to the restrictions (on pg. 17) exclude any data which has any personal or community implication. 
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5.3.2.3. The DPIIT should undertake a study of the start-up ecosystem to identify 

potential community data that might help start-ups and subsequently identify 

how the government can develop the ecosystem for creating useful community 

data sets for start-ups. We shall be pleased to work with the government to carry 

out such a study. 

Specific Comments 

1. DATA 

 

1.1. The policy recommends creation of a legal and technological framework to restrict cross-

border data flows for (a) Data collected by IoT devices installed in public space and (b) Data 

generated by users in India from various sources, including e-commerce platforms, social 

media, search engines etc. It also recommends a framework for sharing the data collected 

by IoT devices installed in public places with domestic entities for use in R&D for public 

policy purposes. 

Comment: As explained in our General Comments, we do not find merit in restricting cross-
border data flows as such measures can create trade barriers8. A reason why the growth of AI 
start-ups has not been as fast in the country is the lack of access to large data datasets which can 
be used to train AI9. However, we believe that requiring restrictions on cross-border data flows 
will not solve the problem of access to data by Indian start-ups (we discuss the possible solutions 
on enabling access to data by Indian start-ups in our comments on para 1.4). It is important to 
enable cross-border flow of data generated in India so that India can contribute to creating 
diverse datasets. Diversity reduces the risk of biases and ensures more accurate results, 
especially in sectors like healthcare. By restricting cross-border data flows, the draft policy 
overlooks that many insights from predictive analytics in important sectors like precision 
agriculture, diagnosis etc. are possible because of the large datasets formed with data collected 
from all over the world.10 With these large datasets, companies train AI to come up with 
solutions to some of the most pressing problems in the world including India. 

 
1.2. The policy recommends five conditions (‘a’ to ‘e’) to be adhered to by business entities that 

collect any sensitive data in India and store it abroad. 

Comment: The policy should leave these issues to be addressed by the PDP Bill as that deals with 

them in detail. It is not clear from the policy how the proposed conditions will promote e-commerce 

growth in India. The policy does not consider the principle of purpose limitation envisaged in the PDB 

Bill, under which a business entity can only use the data for the purpose it is collected (and cannot 

simply sell it or give it to a third party).  The proposed restrictions on companies which store 

sensitive data abroad from sharing it with third parties would mean that businesses will not be able 

to share such data with their data processors or service providers even for valid business purposes. 

Such a restriction does not ensure security of the data. Safety concerns should instead be addressed 

by incorporating security principles in the law. The policy proposes that any request from Indian 

authorities to access sensitive data is to be complied with immediately. This should be reviewed as it 

                                                           
8 The European Commission, in its response to the PDP Bill, has advocated for allowing international data transfers on grounds that data 

localisation requirements “create unnecessary costs, difficulties and uncertainties that could hamper business and investments.” See: 
https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/53963/submission-draft-personal-data-protection-bill-india-2018-directorate-general-
justice_en 
9 Sriram Sharma, ‘Here’s why India is likely to lose the AI race’, Factor Daily, 18 August 2017; available at: https://factordaily.com/artificial-

intelligence-india/ (last accessed 23.03.2019). 
10 The Dialogue, Working Paper on ‘Intersection of AI with Cross-Border Data Flow and Privacy’; available at: 
http://thedialogue.co/dialogue/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Report-Intersection-of-AI-with-Cross-Border-Data-Flow-and-Privacy-2.pdf 

https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/53963/submission-draft-personal-data-protection-bill-india-2018-directorate-general-justice_en
https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/53963/submission-draft-personal-data-protection-bill-india-2018-directorate-general-justice_en
https://factordaily.com/artificial-intelligence-india/
https://factordaily.com/artificial-intelligence-india/
http://thedialogue.co/dialogue/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Report-Intersection-of-AI-with-Cross-Border-Data-Flow-and-Privacy-2.pdf
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gives sweeping powers to Indian authorities for accessing sensitive data without subjecting it to any 

due process or checks and balances. The SC judgment in Puttaswamy v Union of India (Aadhaar 

judgment) lays down that access to data by the government should ensure a due process and a 

judicial review of governmental access to the data. The PDP Bill already provides for processing of 

sensitive data for certain functions of the State, and in compliance with law or any order of any court 

or tribunal. Therefore, the proposed recommendation for immediate compliance of government 

request to access sensitive data risks creating legal uncertainty.   

1.3. The policy provides for certain exemptions to the restrictions on para 1.2 in cases of: data 

not collected in India, B2B data sent to India, Software and Cloud computing services and 

MNCs moving data which is largely internal to the company. 

Comment: The draft policy should not make recommendations with respect to personal data. 

Subject to this, we find that the exemptions in para 1.3 are carved out very narrowly because they 

apply only to data flows which have “no personal or community implications”. Since many 

companies collect personal data, they can be stopped from accessing cloud computing services 

outside India as the data collected by these companies can have “personal implications”. The broad 

reference to “data generated by users in India from various sources including e-commerce 

platforms” can include any foreign airline, hotel, car rental company, and online travel websites 

which have e-commerce capabilities. The very nature of a cross-border transaction will require the 

transfer of data which is generated by a user or that has “personal implications”. The impact of the 

limited exceptions will also be felt in activities such as internal reporting, analysis, billing and 

customer support/troubleshooting. These activities are typically internal to the organisation but will 

require the use of data which is generated by users or data with “personal implications” (e.g. 

applications which produce aggregate reports will need access to transaction-level data in order to 

compile the reports, and customer support typically requires customer-provided data in order to 

resolve an issue). The broad reference to “data that has been generated by users” or data with 

“personal implications” will prevent such data from being analysed by tools used to identify and 

prevent malicious or fraudulent activity. It will also prevent internal security teams (generally 

located around the world) from analysing the data to aid in investigations. We submit that since 

cross-border flow of personal data is a subject matter of the PDP Bill, the draft policy should not 

make recommendations with respect to personal data. 

1.4. The policy recommends developing a suitable framework for sharing of community data 

that serves larger public interest and provides for its implementation by a data authority, to 

be established for this purpose. 

Comment:  

o The policy should clearly provide that it refers to community data collected through IoT devices 

installed by government or government agencies.11 

o Businesses should be encouraged to share their inferences on a voluntary basis, and based on 

incentives not compulsions. 

o Any proposal that seeks to compel businesses to share aggregate data or inferences should 

adequately address industry concerns. There are concerns that the policy might compel 

businesses to share such data or inferences -- given that the data/ inferences are based on 

proprietary technology of the companies.  Therefore, any proposal for sharing such data by 

                                                           
11 An example of the benefits of data openness with respect to public sector data is the release of free, real time open data by Transport 

for London (TfL) to developers since 2009. This has led to a number of products and services competing directly with those offered by TfL 
such as Citymapper. 
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businesses will need to carefully examine the impact on personal privacy and on the businesses 

who hold this data.12 

o The policy should take into account the existing National Data Sharing and Accessibility Policy 

(NDSAP) 2012 which recognises that a large quantum of data is generated using public funds and 

remains inaccessible. The objective of NDSAP is to enable non-sensitive data generated by 

government agencies to be used by the public for scientific, economic and developmental 

purposes. In referring to “data of a country” as a “national asset” and a “collective resource” 

[page 14], the draft policy fails to appreciate that it is the data collected using public funds which 

is a “valuable public resource for the benefit of the community” as given under the NDSAP.13 In 

pursuance of the NDSAP, MeitY set up the Open Government Data (OGD) Platform14 which hosts 

open data generated through public funds by departments/ organisations of Government of 

India15. Further, the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs has created an open data platform 

which hosts data collected by the government using IoT devices and other methods to ‘sense’ 

the city.16. The policy should suggest support to the above nodal departments for improving 

sharing of community data and development of open data sets.  

o The policy suggests building a “societal commons” with the data of citizens in India (pg. 14-15). 

The government may examine the EU initiative, Decentralised Citizens Owned Data Ecosystem 

(Decode), which aims to create a data commons with data produced by individuals and citizens. 

Here, the individuals have the right to decide whether they want to share their data into the 

commons and for what purpose, e.g., they can decide whether their data is anonymised. This 

data pool is made accessible and open.  

 

2. INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 

 

2.1. The policy aims to take forward three core components of ‘Digital India’ – (a) the 

development of secure and stable digital infrastructure, (b) delivering government services 

digitally, and (c) universal digital literacy. 

Comment: We welcome this initiative. 

2.2. The policy recommends that steps should be taken to develop capacity for data storage in 

India. As part of this, it recommends an assessment of data-storage-readiness of the 

infrastructure in the country. It recommends that a time frame be put in place for the 

transition to data storage within the country and suggests a period of three years to allow 

the industry to adjust. It highlights the need for certainty about the intent and direction of 

government policy to maximize private investment in this sector. 

Comment: The policy appears to recommend that after three years there would be a mandatory 

requirement to store data within the country. This is an onerous requirement. Steps taken to 

develop capacity for data storage in India should not lead to this. Efficacy of domestic infrastructure 

                                                           
12 The Report of the Digital Competition Expert Panel in the UK, released in March 2019, provides useful discussions in this context. 

Available at: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking_digital_competiti

on_furman_review_web.pdf 

13 Paragraph 6 of NDSAP. The text of NDSAP is available at: https://data.gov.in/sites/default/files/NDSAP.pdf 
14 https://data.gov.in/ 
15 https://meity.gov.in/open-data 
16 https://smartcities.data.gov.in/ 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking_digital_competition_furman_review_web.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking_digital_competition_furman_review_web.pdf
https://data.gov.in/sites/default/files/NDSAP.pdf
https://data.gov.in/
https://meity.gov.in/open-data
https://smartcities.data.gov.in/
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and business efficiencies should encourage business decisions around data storage in India, but this 

should not be mandated. 

2.3. The policy recommends that data centres, server farms, towers and tower stations, 

equipment, optical wires, signal transceivers, antennae etc. be accorded ‘infrastructure 

status’. It recommends that physical infrastructure for setting up of data centers (power 

supply, connectivity etc.) would be established by the relevant implementing agencies, 

while financing agencies may identify these as infrastructure that they may intend to 

support. The policy asserts that this would facilitate achieving last mile connectivity across 

urban and rural India, including hilly areas, as aimed under the Digital India initiative. 

Comment: This policy measure should help guide agencies responsible for supporting 

infrastructure in various ways, including financing their development. We believe that granting 

infrastructure status will not by itself promote cloud computing in India and supplementary 

steps must be taken by the government. In addition to developing physical infrastructure, we 

believe that the government should consider the recommendations given by the Cloud Working 

Group (WG) constituted by MeitY to evolve a framework for promotion and enablement of cloud 

services in the country. Nasscom was part of the WG which found that while India ranks well in 

terms of cloud availability, it ranks poorly when it comes to cloud affordability. Further, the 

focus should be on encouraging more cloud players to come to India, to improve cloud 

infrastructure and to improve affordability. Accordingly, the WG considered the following 

recommendations (its report has not yet been released):  

o Conduct a detailed study to address the infrastructure and connectivity issues faced by 

the cloud service providers (CSPs) 

o Conduct a detailed study to define a conducive Data Centre policy 

o Simplify the Cloud procurement process further 

o Improve the capabilities and readiness of customers through capacity building programs 

o Strategic sectors should be allowed to set up their own private clouds 

o Set up a Cloud Innovation Lab to develop, test and implement new Cloud solutions 

o Update India’s framework for cybersecurity 

o Establish a framework for the classification of data and ICT assets 

o Develop a seamless system of standards and processes across the ecosystem 

o Explore executive agreements for reciprocal data access 

o Evolve a clear policy around encryption and retention 

o Require CSPs to submit to territorial jurisdiction of India 

o Establish a dedicated adjudicatory forum for cyberspace 

o Implement a forward-looking data protection regime 

o Evolve a ‘National Cloud Strategy 2.0’ 

 

2.4. The policy recommends promoting domestic alternatives to foreign-based clouds and email 

facilities and recommends budgetary support for the same. 

Comment: The policy seeks to develop domestic alternatives to cloud and email services and grant 

preferential treatment to digital products created within India. Today, software and hardware 

development depend on globalized supply chains. Thus, it is unclear what constitutes a “domestic” 

alternative or an “Indian” digital product. A product could be developed by Indian engineers, or by 

India registered companies, or using Indian capital, or on the soil of India, or even by companies 
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owned by Indian passport holders. Therefore, instead of domestic alternatives, it may be useful to 

promote start-ups and MSMEs by relaxing procurement requirements (turnover, profitability, years 

in business etc.). 

3. E-COMMERCE MARKETPLACES 

(A) FDI policy: The policy explains the recently modified FDI policy on e-Commerce and stresses that 

it is important to ensure that the letter as well as the spirit of the policy is met.  

Comment: As there is no specific strategy being outlined here it might be useful to omit this from 

the policy as the above is a matter in the FDI policy on e-commerce - a distinct policy in itself. 

(B) Other strategies relating to e-commerce marketplaces (para 3.1 to 3.8) 

Comment:  

o 3.3 - Any non-compliant e-commerce app/website will not be given access to operate in 

India. Necessary mechanisms may be put in place by MeitY and the other concerned 

government departments. 

 

Comment: It will be helpful to clarify the scope of e-commerce app/website as the policy is 

at various places dealing with social media and search engines and content websites/ app. 

The policy should be limited to involve buying and selling of goods and services over digital 

and electronic networks. The IT Act and the telecom regulations deal with internet and 

telecom related policies and laws. Extension of scope under this policy would simply 

increase the regulatory uncertainty as industry will need to track and reconcile what 

different laws and policies are saying on a topic.  

 

o 3.4 - All e-commerce sites/apps available for download in India to have a registered business 

entity in India as the importer on record or as the entity through which all sales in India are 

transacted. 

Comment:   

o It is submitted that the policy fails to recognise the practical limitations of a rule requiring 

the registration of business entities in India by all e-commerce sites/apps available for 

download in India. “Available for download” is a very wide net. Today, possibly all apps 

across the world could be available for download. Does that mean they all would need to 

have a registered business entity in India? This requirement should be reviewed. Equating 

“e-commerce” sites/apps (which make available physical or digital products listed by third 

party sellers) with sites/apps/ app stores which make available digital products/services 

overlooks the distinction between these two. The growth of the mobile ecosystem has 

contributed to a rapidly growing mobile app development ecosystem in India which serves 

the world. These sites/apps are developed and owned by entities/ individuals all over the 

globe. It would be impracticable to expect that each such entity/individual, many of them 

small start-ups, register a business entity in India, or for the Government to effectively police 

compliance with this proposed requirement. It ignores the fact that that as India becomes a 

major player in the digital economy, there are thousands of such apps/sites from all over the 

world to which such a rule will apply, and these numbers are growing on a daily basis.  

o The Finance Act 2017 requires all dutiable products imported for personal use by post, air 

and courier to be classified under HS Code 98 (Chapter) only. Mandating appointment of a 
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local importer on record will mean that customers currently having the option to purchase 

selection from offshore sellers/websites for their end-use cannot continue to do so, which 

will greatly impact the convenience of Indian customers and may restrict them from utilising 

a legitimate channel of import. This may be considered while finalising the policy. 

 

o 3.5: All e-commerce sites/apps available to Indian consumers to display MRPs (prices in INR) 

on all packaged products, physical products and invoices. 

Comment: The policy’s objective behind requiring e-commerce sites to display MRPs in INR on 

products is a positive step in ensuring that e-commerce sites do not inflate the list prices while 

claiming to give big discounts to consumers. However, when a customer purchase products from 

international sites or sellers for end use, the customer acts as the importer on record. Given that 

such sale is consummated outside India and the product is being imported for the end-use of the 

customer, compliance requirements relating to MRP etc. should not be mandated. We therefore 

recommend that para 3.5 be made applicable only to e-commerce sites/apps for whom the target 

audience is primarily India. 

o 3.6: Eliminate misuse of the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992. 

Comment: The policy seeks enforcement action to eliminate misuse. This is a good step, however, 

should this be part of an e-commerce policy? It can easily be dealt with through enforcement under 

existing laws. The suggestion to ban all gifting parcels except life-saving drugs appears to be 

coercive. The government should consider the hardship it would cause to Indians with families and 

friends abroad.  

o 3.7: Consumer/business payments from Indian banks and payment gateways to 

unauthorised and unregistered (GST non-compliant) sites/apps are proposed to be barred. 

Comment: Presently, e-commerce apps/sites having turnover of less than INR 20 lakh are required 

to obtain GST registration; the registration requirement does not apply to offline businesses having 

turnover less than INR 20 lakh. These provisions are prohibitive hurdles for small sellers to sell online 

causing many of them to simply abstain from it. In the interest of growth of the sector and MSMEs, 

which is a key objective of the draft policy, we suggest that the policy should suggest removal of 

differential treatment of offline and online businesses with respect to the GST registration of sellers 

on e-commerce and remove the requirement for tax collected at source (TCS).  As the GST Council 

has increased the GST registration threshold from INR 20 lakh to INR 40 lakh (w.e.f. 1st April, 2019)17, 

we propose that the threshold for GST registration of e-commerce entities should also be 

accordingly modified. This will ensure levelling of the playing field between offline and online 

players. Further, in cases where e-commerce entities are required to obtain GST registration, the 

registration procedure should be simplified by allowing centralised registration or a single window 

process for multiple local registration instead of local registration.18 

(C) Anti-Counterfeiting Measures: The policy recommends that e-Commerce players be required to 

undertake the specific measures as provided (para 3.9 to 3.17) 

o 3.9: Obligation on e-commerce entities to make seller details (including email and phone 

number) available on the marketplace website for all products. 

                                                           
17 http://ddnews.gov.in/business/gst-registration-threshold-limit-increased-rs-40-lakh 
18 Refer to paragraph 5.8 of the draft policy 2018. 

http://ddnews.gov.in/business/gst-registration-threshold-limit-increased-rs-40-lakh
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Comment: The rationale behind providing sellers’ contact details to consumers appears to be to 

provide consumers with sellers’ details in case the goods turn out to be counterfeit. However, the 

obligation to publish seller details on the marketplace website is likely to lead to undue 

consequences, such as the consumers directly negotiating with sellers to buy products (killing the 

business model of e-commerce marketplaces). Further, the seller might also receive promotional 

calls from retailers to sell their products. In order to avoid the above consequences, we suggest that 

the e-commerce marketplaces only be obligated to publish the name of the seller (name of the legal 

entity). Further, the complete contact details of the seller (email and phone number) should be 

printed only in the physical invoice which accompanies the actual delivery of the goods. This will 

meet the objective of the draft policy in providing seller information to the consumer in case the 

consumer receives a counterfeit product. 

o 3.10: Sellers must provide an undertaking to the platform about genuineness of products 

they are selling and the same must be made accessible to consumers. 

Comment: Sellers should be responsible for the genuineness of the products they sell and this 

requirement will further strengthen consumer protection.  

o 3.11: Trademark (TM) owners to be given an option to register themselves with e-commerce 

platforms; obligation on the platform to notify the TM owner whenever the trademarked 

product is listed for sale on the platform. 

Comment: We understand that the policy envisages this provision only as a monitoring tool for the 

TM owners who voluntarily register. This should help TM owners. 

o 3.12 – 3.16 

Comment:  

o Paras 3.12 and 3.13 provide an option to TM owner/ licensee to manage exclusivity, leaving 

limited options with sellers and e-commerce marketplaces. Under the proposed provisions, 

a TM owner or licensee can register with numerous/ relevant e-commerce platforms and 

restrict them from selling certain brands which can result in the sale of such items only on 

select e-commerce platforms. This provision is likely to hamper competitiveness in the e-

commerce market and should be deleted.  

o 3.15: This requires the platforms to enter into agreement with each seller to obtain 

guarantee of authenticity and genuineness and that all warranties and guarantees of the 

brand owner are applicable and shall be honoured accordingly. Products of any sellers who 

are unable to provide such a guarantee shall not be listed on the platform. Sellers cannot 

give an undertaking on behalf of the manufacturers. How can they be held responsible if a 

manufacturer does not honour its warranties? The manufacturer might have closed down 

the business or may have discontinued the product line or might just have poor business 

practices. The seller can only be obligated to inform the consumer if it comes to the seller’s 

knowledge that the promised warranties may not be honoured. While the intent of the 

policy is commendable, it needs further review as otherwise it would place the seller under 

unreasonable obligations. Further, it is not clear whether this provision disallows the sale of 

used products on e-commerce marketplaces. The policy should clarify that it does not 

discourage the sale of used products. 

o Para 3.16: There are chances of false reporting of counterfeit products by a consumer for 

return of goods and refund of money. The requirement that based on a consumer complaint 

the platform shall cease to host the counterfeited product on their platform is onerous. At 
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best, if the TM owner is registered with the platform, the platform may be obligated to 

inform the TM owner as provided in para 3.14. 

 

(D) Anti-piracy measures: The policy stresses that online distribution of pirated content is a serious 

concern and recommends strategies to be put in place to curb this (para 3.18 to 3.20) 

o 3.18: Intermediaries to put in place measures to prevent online dissemination of pirated 

content, and identify ‘trusted entities’ whose complaints are resolved on priority. 

Identification of trusted entity and anti-piracy measures to be done on a voluntary basis. 

o 3.19: Obligation on websites or platforms to expeditiously remove/disable access to 

infringing content when notified by the copyright owner. 

Comment: Strategies being proposed present many implementation challenges and appear to be in 

conflict with the IT intermediary guidelines and the judgment of the Supreme Court in Shreya 

Singhal v. Union of India on obligations of an intermediary. Therefore, there is a need to review the 

above proposal. We support the need for curbing online piracy. We also recognise the challenges in 

curbing the same in the context of user uploaded content as that makes the task of establishing 

claims very difficult.  We believe that the Intermediaries have an important role in preventing online 

dissemination of pirated content. Therefore, it is important to find implementable solutions.  

India has an evolving legal framework to address these concerns.19 There are likely to be many 

challenges in implementing an effective mechanism involving trusted entities starting from who 

these could be and what obligations the service providers would assume in identifying them and 

liabilities arising out of actions taken based on requests from the trusted entities. In respect of 

certain types of content, such as content which violates intellectual property rights, a procedure 

similar to the ‘Notice and Takedown’ procedure under the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act 

(“DMCA”) may be considered. We have suggested this to MeitY in our submission on the 

intermediary guidelines. We believe that such a process may not only provide a speedy efficacious 

remedy at the first level to most aggrieved parties but may also reduce the burden on courts in 

India. Under the DMCA, briefly stated, the procedure is as follows: 

a. A complainant submits a take-down notice to the intermediary in a specified form 

with specified information identifying the work, containing the complainant’s 

contact information, etc.  

b. The intermediary takes down the content identified as potentially infringing and 

notifies the user that it has disabled access to the material  

c. Upon receipt of the notice, the user has the opportunity to contest the infringement 

complaint by way of a counter-notification 

d. An intermediary that receives a valid counter-notification is required to forward the 

same to the complainant along with a statement that it will put the material back in 

ten (10) business days unless a court order is filed preventing the user from 

infringing any copyright 

                                                           
19 In India, the IT Act and the Information Technology (Intermediaries guidelines) Rules, 2011 place obligation on internet intermediaries 

to remove access to infringing content within 36 hours on receiving actual knowledge of copyright infringement.  MeitY is already 
considering an amendment to replace the intermediary guidelines rules and the consultations on the same are in place. This is expected to 
strengthen the regulatory framework. Outside of the IT Act, under Rule 75 of the Indian Copyright Rules, a copyright owner can complain 
to the internet intermediary about any pirated content and the intermediary has to take down content for 21 days and permanently if the 
intermediary furnishes a court order or a government order. 
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e. An intermediary that fails to hear from a complainant can enable access to the 

material 10 – 14 business days later. 

o 3.20: This proposes that internet service providers (ISPs) shall remove/disable access to the 

websites identified in the IWL within set time-lines. Further, payment gateways are 

obligated to block payments to rogue websites. Search engines must take necessary steps to 

remove websites identified in the IWL, in their search results. Advertisers and advertising 

agencies are prohibited from hosting any advertisement on the rogue websites. 

Comment: The initiative taken by the draft policy to block websites which host pirated content is a 

positive one. There are studies that funding from piracy is used to support terrorism.20  The proposal 

to curb advertising revenue to rogue websites can also clamp down on funding for terrorism-related 

activities. A similar IWL has also been put together by the Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit 

(PIPCU), a specialist unit within the City of London Police funded by the UK Government Intellectual 

Property Office, with the help of rights holders and advertising associations in the UK.21  The list can 

be used as a reference by advertising agencies in the UK to ensure that they do not advertise on 

rogue websites. We believe that cutting off advertisement revenue to rogue websites can contribute 

to anti-piracy efforts. DPIIT’s Cell for IPR Promotion and Management (CIPAM) is already involved in 

an initiative with the film and music industry to develop a voluntary code whereby the signatories 

agree to not advertise on websites which host pirated content.22  We recommend that the draft 

policy clarifies whether it places any obligation on advertisers or advertising agencies with respect to 

advertising on websites identified in the IWL. We recommend that the draft policy does not place 

any liability on advertisers in case their ads inadvertently appear on the IWL or are hosted on a URL 

different from the one in the IWL used by the rogue website. 

(E) Authentic Ratings and Reviews: The policy recommends that all ratings and review for verified 

purchases must be published as registered by the consumer except those found to be promotional, 

abusive or inappropriate. The policy requires market places to devise mechanisms to prevent 

fraudulent reviews and ratings (para 3.21 to 3.22). 

Comment: This measure is aimed at improving consumer trust. Many e-commerce providers already 

have mechanisms in place to allow other users to provide feedback on the ratings and views if they 

find that it is inappropriate or abusive. However, not all e-commerce providers enable ratings. For 

example, ratings may be inappropriate where each product is custom made or different. Moreover, 

if the consumers find that absence of ratings is a missing feature then they may not transact on that 

platform. We recommend that the draft policy clarify that it is not obligating all e-commerce 

providers to mandatorily enable ratings.  

(F) Consumer Oriented Customer Service: The policy requires (a) Publication/display of phone 

number and email address for consumer grievances, (b) system of acknowledgement and clear cut 

timelines and display of such timelines and (c) a first resolution of complaints within 1 week (para 

3.23 to 3.25). 

Comment: These measures should help strengthen consumer protection and are welcome. We 

suggest these be considered under the appropriate rules under the consumer protection law. 

                                                           
20 https://www.wired.com/2009/03/hollywood-funde/  
21 https://www.iabuk.com/policy/infringing-website-list-iwl  
22 https://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/internet/film-music-industry-moot-voluntary-code-to-curtail-ad-revenue-of-pirate-

websites/67856756  

https://www.wired.com/2009/03/hollywood-funde/
https://www.iabuk.com/policy/infringing-website-list-iwl
https://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/internet/film-music-industry-moot-voluntary-code-to-curtail-ad-revenue-of-pirate-websites/67856756
https://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/internet/film-music-industry-moot-voluntary-code-to-curtail-ad-revenue-of-pirate-websites/67856756
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(G) Prevention of Sale of Prohibited Items: The policy recommends measures towards this (para 3.26 

to 3.29). 

Comment: These measures are welcome. The implementation of these measures needs to be 

facilitated by the government as the list of products which are prohibited, as prescribed any 

competent authority, are dispersed, and it is difficult to collate such a list. 

4. REGULATORY ISSUES 

 

(A) Inter-disciplinary nature of e-commerce (para 4.1 to 4.5). The policy makes the point that issues 

that may emerge in e-commerce may be subject matter of different statutes - the Information 

Technology Act and Rules, the Competition Act, the Consumer Protection Act etc. and stresses on 

the importance of the Standing Group of Secretaries on e-commerce (SGoS) to give 

recommendations to address policy challenges. The policy notes that wherever changes in 

regulation impinge upon e-commerce or the digital economy, it is essential that the views of the 

nodal ministry are taken. The policy notes that it is important to ensure that regulations evolve to 

facilitate the sector and do not become an obstacle for an important engine of growth for the Indian 

economy. The policy notes that many issues fall under the ambit of State Governments and that 

domestic e-commerce is inter-state trade and e-commerce and has been allocated to the Centre 

under Schedule VII of the constitution. The policy asserts that it is the responsibility of the Centre to 

ensure its growth and make rules.   

Comment: We welcome the holistic approach being proposed. The formation of the Standing Group 

of Secretaries is a welcome move as it provides a single entity to monitor, enforce and enable the e-

commerce sector. In addition, a sub-group should be formed under the Secretary or the Addl. 

Secretary to interact with the industry on an ongoing basis. This sub-group should work closely with 

the DPIIT to ensure that the National e-commerce Policy is able to adequately address the changing 

landscape of the economy, emergence of new technologies and evolving consumer trends. The 

constitution of the group, apart from the inter-ministerial representatives should include industry 

players, academia and other relevant experts.  

(B) The Data-lens: The policy stresses that the single biggest factor in e-Commerce is data and that 

regulators examine transactions with reference to access to data as access to data can give rise to 

market distortions. Based on this, the policy recommends that: 

4.6. Advertising charges in e-commerce must be regulated, especially for small enterprises and 

start-ups 

Comment: Digital advertising is usually based on a Pay per Click payment model.23 Under this model, 
the advertisers are required to pay a fee to the website based on the number of times the 
advertisement has actually been clicked by internet users. The rationale behind regulating 
advertising charges in e-commerce is not clear. Regulation from a consumer protection purpose and 
from an anti-competitive perspective needs to be considered separately. For example, while Quality 
of Service (QoS) standards are set by Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) for television 
advertising,24 TV advertising charges are not regulated. In other jurisdictions such as the US, online 
platforms are subject to certain requirements regarding the content of advertising, however, the 

                                                           
23 See https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/marketing-branding/marketing/cost-effective-digital-advertising-methods-that-
every-brand-must-adopt/articleshow/59927743.cms (last accessed 06.03.2019). 
24 See Standards of Quality of Service (Duration of Advertisements in Television Channels) Regulations, 2012; available at: 
https://www.medianama.com/wp-content/uploads/201205140456435681176Regulation-on-duration-of-advertisement-in-TV-
channels_Final_11052012.pdf (last accessed 06.03.2019). 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/marketing-branding/marketing/cost-effective-digital-advertising-methods-that-every-brand-must-adopt/articleshow/59927743.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/marketing-branding/marketing/cost-effective-digital-advertising-methods-that-every-brand-must-adopt/articleshow/59927743.cms
https://www.medianama.com/wp-content/uploads/201205140456435681176Regulation-on-duration-of-advertisement-in-TV-channels_Final_11052012.pdf
https://www.medianama.com/wp-content/uploads/201205140456435681176Regulation-on-duration-of-advertisement-in-TV-channels_Final_11052012.pdf
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advertising rates are not regulated.25 We recommend that determination of advertising rates should 
be left to market forces irrespective of the medium of advertising. Intervention may be considered if 
there is evidence of anti-competitive practices.  

 
4.7. Network effect must also be kept in mind while analysing mergers and acquisitions. 

4.8. Data effect and network effect (being the reasons why selling at a loss has become 

‘sustainable’) and levelling of playing field must be taken into account by anti-trust regimes 

to meet the regulatory challenges. 

4.9. Regulators and law makers must create dedicated ‘technology wings’ within their setup to 

be able to understand and analyse transactions (in the context of AI, big data and deep 

learning). 

 

Comment We suggest that any guidance on competition policy should be based on sound economic 

analysis. The government is already reviewing the Competition Act, 2002. We therefore recommend 

that the policy avoid making recommendations with respect to antitrust analysis. We welcome the 

focus on building regulatory capacity highlighted in para 4.9. 

 

4.10. Government to reserve its right to seek disclosure of source code and algorithms as 

decisions will need to be explained. A balance will need to be arrived at between 

commercial interests and consumer protection issues, as well as issues of larger public 

concern, like preventing racial profiling and maintaining constitutionally mandated rights, 

such as the right to equality. 

Comment:  

The circumstances where source code may be required is a subject of bilateral discussions and 

negotiations and is captured in contracts. It should not form part of policy. We recommend that 

the government adopt a holistic approach by promoting research, development of tools and 

interdisciplinary collaborations to deal with concerns related to AI.26 We suggest that the 

government adopts lesser intrusive methods to address concerns of mischief in algorithmic 

decision-making. Dealing with harm emanating from possible biases in AI is an evolving issue 

and developments based on technology should not be stifled by bringing in coercive regulations 

in the absence of evidence of any systemic failures. The proposed policy recommendation 

should be removed on this account. It may be useful to build on the proposal of establishment of 

AI ethics committee which has been alluded to in the National Strategy paper by NITI Ayog for 

this purpose. We explain our position below: 

One of the pre-requisites of having a favourable business climate is to create, protect and 

respect IP. There are important questions that have not been acknowledged in the draft policy 

such as -- who will hold and secure the source code, who will indemnify the commercial entity in 

case there is a leak of the source code, how the updated source code will be provided to the 

government given that there are constant product upgrades, and what kind of market failure or 

customer concern this is seeking to address. This raises concerns for the industry. This kind of 

                                                           
25 https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/plain-language/bus28-advertising-and-marketing-internet-rules-road2018.pdf  
26 There are alternatives to source code disclosure to give governments confidence in the software, such as AI fact sheets, software testing, 

review of development procedures and security safeguards, etc. The global approach has also focussed on methods such as documenting 

the method of building and testing the AI system, evaluating the outcomes from the AI system, and conducting repeatability tests.  

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/plain-language/bus28-advertising-and-marketing-internet-rules-road2018.pdf
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policy regime is likely to stifle innovation and deter development of digital tools and disruptive 

AI solutions. 

The policy sets out two key motivations for requiring the forced disclosure of source code: (a) 

WTO negotiations to seek transfer of technology (ToT) to support development of applications 

for local needs and (b) Transparency and accountability in the context of AI. 

WTO negotiations: The draft policy is expected to provide guidance and a blueprint for 

negotiations in multilateral and bilateral platforms. A policy which requires disclosure of source 

code is expected to strengthen government’s ability to demand source code, and then release it 

to a larger audience. This strategy raises several concerns:  

o As highlighted in our general comments, we support the idea of retaining policy in 

the WTO negotiations but it is not clear how seeking disclosure of source code is 

likely to facilitate ToT. In fact, it is likely to have the opposite effect. 

o Seeking disclosure of source code for ToT and development of application 

undermines innovative solutions and IPR. Further, licensing conditions for facilitating 

ToT could also undermine the open source licensing T&C. Source code disclosure 

could cause companies to refuse to make their most advanced applications available 

in India so as not to put their valuable IP at risk.  

o ToT is more likely to happen in conditions which afford greater protection to IP than 

those that mandate disclosure of source code. 

The policy may be reviewed in in this light.  

Accountability and transparency (in the context of consumer protection and larger public 

interest): The issue of and approaches to explainability or intelligibility in AI have been canvassed 

in several countries – some already generating guidance and frameworks in this area.27 None of 

these approaches requires forced disclosure of source code for the purposes of ensuring 

explainability of AI. The Indian industry has been introducing disclosure norms and also investing 

in research to develop bias checking algorithms.  Forced ToT by requiring disclosures of source 

code might invite retaliatory action which would be detrimental to the Indian economy, and / or 

would also leave the Indian companies bereft of key solutions in AI which companies could have 

made available. Many of the Indian start-ups in the technology space are building AI solutions on 

leveraging already created APIs. These AI solutions are germane to their business model and 

asking them to disclose them, or restrict their ability build these solutions would damage their 

competitiveness immediately.  

In India, a computer program is not patentable per se, however, Indian patent offices have 

granted software patents.28 In the absence of a software patent in India, a company operating in 

India may choose to keep its software a trade secret. The reservations which companies have 

when asked to disclose their source codes/algorithms to the government is that the company’s 

proprietary information may be further leaked to third parties which can lead to gaming of the 

system.  

Source codes and algorithms may be protected as IP in other jurisdictions. Therefore, the 

government should strike a balance between demanding access to source codes and algorithms 

                                                           
27 Examples include the European Commission‘s High Level Group on AI Draft Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI, and the Singapore 

Personal Data Protection Commission’s Model Artificial Intelligence Governance Framework. 
28 See https://www.firstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/software-patents-prohibited-under-indian-law-but-granted-in-spirit-3702725.html 
(last accessed 06.03.2019). 

https://www.firstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/software-patents-prohibited-under-indian-law-but-granted-in-spirit-3702725.html
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for consumer protection, and protecting the IP rights of the company. Moreover, source codes 

are complex and disclosure of source codes itself will not guarantee that the algorithm can be 

explained.29    

 (C) Law and order 

4.11. The policy states that all efforts should be made to ensure that privacy rights are 

protected and the Government must stand up to the unique law and order challenges in the 

context of e-Commerce and the digital economy. It stresses on the importance of access to 

data for purposes of maintaining and ensuring law and order. 

Comment: We welcome this policy statement. Additionally, we would like to highlight that phishing 

is rampant in e-commerce and causes harm to consumers, business entities and brands. The policy 

should acknowledge the need for a mechanism whereby e-commerce entities which suffer losses 

due to phishing can register complaints. At present, law enforcement agencies are unable to process 

anti-phishing complaints by e-commerce entities as e-commerce entities are not directly affected as 

a result of phishing. 

 

4.12. The policy recommends that those who have access to data of Indians must 

nominate a local representative to be responsible for the affairs of the company in India. 

Comment: We suggest that the policy be redrafted to say that significant e-commerce entities which 

target consumers in India should have appropriate representation to deal with the responsibilities 

arising out of affairs in India. The specific requirements of local representatives, incorporating legal 

entities etc. may be determined by sectoral regulators and departments based on the nature, scale 

and significance of the activities. For example, MeitY is proposing changes through the Draft 

information Technology [Intermediary Guidelines (Amendment)] Rules, 2018. Similarly, RBI has 

different requirements for payment related entities. Another policy without appreciation of specific 

context is likely to be onerous and is unlikely to serve the intended purpose. The proposed draft as it 

stands casts a very wide net and is vague. 

(D) Small enterprises and start-ups 

 

4.13. The policy recommends giving ‘infant-industry’ status to small firms and start-ups 

attempting to enter the digital sector as they face barriers to entry. Benefits under this 

could be centred on access to data. 

Comment: The implications of giving infant industry status to small firms and start-ups are not clear 

in the draft policy. We have already stated our comments with respect to sharing of data with small 

firms and start-ups. 

4.14. The policy stresses on the importance of integrating small and MSMEs in the digital 

sphere. The policy recommends strengthening relevant platforms in this context (like e-lala, 

Tribes India). 

Comment: We agree that the importance of integrating small and MSMEs in the digital sphere is 

critical. The final objective should be to encourage market based solutions and the government 

should develop a strategy around its role with that in mind so that it is not saddled with owning and/ 

or operating e-commerce platforms. 

                                                           
29 https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/26/how-and-how-not-to-fix-ai/  

https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/26/how-and-how-not-to-fix-ai/
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(E) Taxation issues 

Comment: The policy does not offer any specific strategy here so we do not have any comments.  

 (F) Consumer Protection 

4.15. The policy recommends a consumer protection framework that is specific to this 

sector. 

4.16. The policy recommends developing mechanisms to establish e-consumer courts as 

part of the mission mode e-government project to address consumer grievances. 

4.17. The policy recommends developing a legal framework for regulating unsolicited 

commercial messages (on various platforms including but not limited to SMS, emails etc.). 

Comment: 

o The DPIIT may study the recent work by the Government in the area of financial sector – the 

work on establishing an independent financial redress agency (FRA) to handle consumer 

complaints across the financial sector.30 Its design has focussed on enabling quick resolution 

through a combination of electronic communication and telephonic mediation. It recognises that 

most complaints involve low value amounts and need to be disposed speedily without court like 

procedures and the need for physical visits.  

o We suggest that the government may focus on enacting a suitable personal data protection law 

through the PDB Bill to ensure that concepts like purpose limitation are implemented. This 

would minimise the need for a separate legal framework as it would reduce the scope for 

initiating unsolicited communication. It bears noting that the legal framework on unsolicited 

telephone calls exists.31 For other electronic communication the need for regulatory intervention 

should be evaluated in the context of the scale and significance of the problem that the 

regulatory intervention proposes to address.  

(G) Payment related issues 

4.18. Issues related to payment processes and other financial transactions which are 

inherent to e-commerce will be addressed in order to prevent data-leaks/theft, protect 

privacy and sensitive data, and enabling secured transactions. 

Comments: The macro challenge in payments is that digital payments still account for a fraction of 

household transactions. At over 11%, India’s cash to GDP ratio is one of the highest in the world.32 

Over 62% of all card transactions in India (credit and debit cards) are for withdrawing cash from the 

ATMs.33 

Growing digital payments has direct bearing on the growth of e-commerce and this also aids the 

formalisation of the economy. This requires massive effort increase in the acceptance infrastructure, 

improving the proposition for its adoption by new consumers and finally usage i.e. repeat 

transactions. These challenges should be recognised in the policy. While security is always a key 

concern in payments – it is important to recognise that a bulk of the e-commerce transactions are of 

                                                           
30 Report of the e Task Force on establishing a Financial Redress Agency (FRA), see: 

https://dea.gov.in/sites/default/files/Report_TaskForce_FRA_26122016.pdf  
31 Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2010, see: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018_0.pdf  
32 http://www.newindianexpress.com/business/2018/may/04/cash-to-gdp-ratio-close-to-pre-nov-16-demonetisation-levels-

1809949.html  
33 RBI data, January 2019, see: https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/ATM/PDFs/ATMC0120190C5F282E1F78437C842B43C845530FE7.PDF  

https://dea.gov.in/sites/default/files/Report_TaskForce_FRA_26122016.pdf
https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018_0.pdf
http://www.newindianexpress.com/business/2018/may/04/cash-to-gdp-ratio-close-to-pre-nov-16-demonetisation-levels-1809949.html
http://www.newindianexpress.com/business/2018/may/04/cash-to-gdp-ratio-close-to-pre-nov-16-demonetisation-levels-1809949.html
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/ATM/PDFs/ATMC0120190C5F282E1F78437C842B43C845530FE7.PDF
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small ticket sizes (maximum a few thousand rupees).  There is a need to promote innovation by 

encouraging FinTech start-ups through an open banking strategy.34 This should be recognised in 

the policy.  

(H) Tracking the digital economy: The policy highlights that access to information about a domain is a 

prerequisite for good public policy to be formulated for that domain. It notes that a large amount of 

data is generated by the government department and therefore making government departments 

and services electronic is an important part of the Digital India initiative. In this context, it 

recommends that: 

4.19. Government departments use AI tools and attempt a predictive approach to policy 

making. 

4.20. The task of collecting and analysing data is important and must not be neglected 

4.21. There should be a continuous focus on Digital India initiative by the Government as 

that will help in development of e-commerce sector. 

Comment: These are laudable objectives and we welcome the same. We suggest that the policy 

should address the barriers recognised by the NITI Aayog with respect to enabling usage of AI.35 Of 

these, the first two are the basic building blocks – (a) Lack of broad based expertise in research and 

application of AI and b) Absence of enabling data ecosystems – access to intelligent data. Kindly also 

refer to our comments in relation to community data in para 1.4 which highlights the lack of usage of 

data available through existing framework.  

 (I) Exemption from content liability: The policy emphasises the responsibility and liability of these 

platforms and social media to ensure genuineness of any information posted on their websites. 

Comment: This proposal should be deleted. The IT Intermediary guidelines provide for due diligence 

requirements on the platform. The proposed requirement in the policy to “ensure genuineness of 

any information posted” would impose a very high bar on the platforms and social media service 

providers and it is not possible to imagine how this might be made implementable. The proposal also 

risks violating the Supreme Court Judgment in Shreya Singhal v. Union of India as it imposes content 

takedown obligations which could violate freedom of speech.36  

J. Environmentally sustainable growth: The policy recommends that to further the Swachh Bharat 

Abhiyan, suitable policy will be devised to promote “reduce, reuse and recycle” practices by 

stakeholders. 

Comment: We welcome this focus of the policy. 

5. STIMULATING THE DOMESTIC DIGITAL ECONOMY 

6. EXPORT PROMOTION THROUGH e-COMMERCE 

                                                           
34 Open Banking enables personal customers and small businesses to share their data securely with other banks and with third parties, 

allowing them to compare products on the basis of their own requirements and to manage their accounts without having to use their 
bank. In the context of European framework: PSD2 - banking on a game changer in e-commerce, see: 
https://www.theglobaltreasurer.com/2018/05/30/psd2-banking-on-a-game-changer-in-e-commerce/  
35 NITI Aayog Discussion Paper, National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence, see: 

http://niti.gov.in/writereaddata/files/document_publication/NationalStrategy-for-AI-Discussion-Paper.pdf  
36 Shreya Singhal v. Union of India, 2015: The Supreme Court struck down Section 66A of the Information Technology Act, 2000, relating 

to restrictions on online speech, as unconstitutional on grounds of violating the freedom of speech guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a) of 
the Constitution of India. The Court further held that the Section was not saved by virtue of being a 'reasonable restriction' on the 
freedom of speech under Article 19(2). The Supreme Court also read down Section 79 and Rules under the Section. It held that online 
intermediaries would only be obligated to take down content on receiving an order from a court or government authority. 

https://www.theglobaltreasurer.com/2018/05/30/psd2-banking-on-a-game-changer-in-ecommerce/
http://niti.gov.in/writereaddata/files/document_publication/NationalStrategy-for-AI-Discussion-Paper.pdf
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NASSCOM Comments [Para 5 and 6]: 

i. Single window approval system for providing licenses for e-commerce platforms to set up 

their business in a state should be promoted: The government can design a framework which 

the states can adopt to provide land, power and water for the e-commerce warehouses with 

a view to ensure a speedy and smooth process and encouraging terms. 

ii. Policy should focus on Indian participation and in shaping global standards: Harmonizing 

standards is a global initiative in order to ensure interoperability, global scale, upward and 

downward compatibility etc. The policy should focus on Indian participation and in shaping 

global standards and emphasise creating suitable environment which can enable this goal. 

iii. Ease of doing business should be stated strategy in the policy: The policy should adopt ease 

of doing business as a principle in the policy and cover taxation and other compliance issues 

for active review in this. In this context we are highlighting some specific issues as endnotes 

in this document: 

a. Taxation issues.i 

b. Export related ease of doing business issues.ii 

iv. Steps to encourage new categories of exporters and new exports flows to benefit via e-

commerce should be a policy strategy:  

a. Implement Digital Single Window Systems (SWS): Digital SWS can reduce the 

complexity and costs of administrative requirements associated with cross-border 

trade that disproportionately burden small businesses by providing, “a system that 

receives trade-related information and disseminates it to relevant governmental 

authorities, thus systematically coordinating controls throughout trade processes.”iii 

Furthermore, making the digital SWS interoperable between countries, and 

harmonizing processes such as risk management, data exchange and electronic 

payment, will further reduce the barriers for MSMEs to join the global value chains. 37 

b. Extend loanin59minutes scheme to small exporters: Loanin59minutes initiative should 

be extended to small exporters with turnover below thresholds not required to 

register under GST regime. This measure will help timely credit to mainly micro-

exporters, women led enterprises and freelancers (as per current GST regulations, 

enterprises with annual turnover below 20 lakhs for services and 40 lakhs for 

merchandise are not required to register under GST). 

c. Further liberalisation of payment gateways mechanism to boost MSME led exports: 

As outlined in the draft policy with RBI -- enabling regulations -- OPGSPs have played 

an important role in growing exports via e-commerce while ensuring safety of 

exporters’ remittances. This should also be part of the policy strategy here. In this 

context we are highlighting some specific issues:iv 

v. Breaking down informational barriers should be a policy strategy:  

a. One explanation for the high rates of churn among micro-exporters in developing 

countries is the lack of reliable information exchange. Without accurate market 

intelligence, it is hard to assess prospects of profitability and make decisions 

accordingly.v Mechanisms such as support centers, online platforms, or demand and 

supply collaborative networks could be designed through public-private partnerships 

to address the market failure of information asymmetry, such that SMEs in emerging 

                                                           
37 Study on Single Window Systems' International Interoperability: Key Issues for Its Implementation,” Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, 

August 2018, https://www.apec.org/Publications/2018/08/Study-on-Single-Window-Systems-International-Interoperability 
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markets are able to access and benefit from information on the nature of demand, 

potential markets, competitors and their products’ competitive position, the 

regulatory framework, and availability of private and public financial resources and 

support programs. 38 

b. In India, DGFT, DGCS and RBI all separately collate data about Indian exports and 

there is no single source of the reliable data.  There is need for one reliable single 

repository to see the current data and predict trends and conduct scientific analysis 

and research to understand both the opportunities and challenges and arrive at 

sustainable solutions. Additionally, there is no or little information by channels such 

as e-commerce led retail exports or B2B. There is urgent need to put a programme 

in place for a single unified repository which is accessible to the public at large, long 

term in depth studies undertaken by leading academic studies and work out result-

oriented and actionable framework.  

vi. Educating MSMEs on Cybersecurity should be a policy strategy: The digitization of e-

commerce services is coupled with the onset of new cyber-risks.  Securing against those risks 

should be the goal of both the public and private sector.  The risks associated with cyber, 

however, are not well understood by MSMEs in India.  The solutions to these risks are 

equally challenging to comprehend. Fintech technologies such as tokenization, however, 

limit the threat of those new actors by encrypting transactions and only passing along 

tokens instead of actual financial information.  The password is another security 

vulnerability that has been proliferated by fintech.  Again, though, new fintech solutions 

such as biometric and multi-factor authentication could enhance security by reducing 

reliance on passwords.  A cybersecurity network is only as strong as its weakest link.  And, 

that is why we need to educate MSMEs who are prime targets for cyberattacks – because of 

their relative lack of knowledge.  Public private partnerships to make MSMEs more aware of 

good digital security practices could yield enhanced e-commerce stickiness.  

 

  

 

i. i Ease of doing business issues – Examples: 

a. Clarification in GST with respect to digital invoices: The GST Law has provisions for digital 

invoices, however, clarity required for the requirements of Audit / Inspection on road during 

transport. With the implementation of e- waybill, the govt. has taken basic steps towards 

digitization with a clear callout on the e-waybill number as sufficient documentary evidence 

during transit. However, within the GST regulation, there are places that create confusion on 

whether a paper copy is required or a digitally signed PDF is sufficient. We suggest removal 

of requirement of unit-level physical invoices for customer shipments for transportation & 

customer records by moving to a Digital Manifest or Digital Invoices. With the removal of 

mandatory requirement of physical invoice, sellers will be able to save on multiple costs such 

as paper, printer and manpower. This initiative would result in saving of money and resources. 

b. Manifest to be considered as a tax document in lieu of individual invoices: A manifest is an 

internal transport document that is uniformly used by all e-commerce operators and carries a 

list of all necessary information of the cargo being transported such as consignor, consignee, 

number, origin, destination, value, weight and other such product information. It captures 

complete details of all the cargo being carried, and would be far more invaluable from the 

                                                           
38 “Doing Business 2017: Equal Opportunity for All,” The World Bank, 14th edition, 2017, 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/172361477516970361/pdf/109551-REVISED-PUBLIC.pdf 

                                                           

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/172361477516970361/pdf/109551-REVISED-PUBLIC.pdf
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perspective of compliance in tax matters than individual product invoices. Therefore, it is 

suggested that the government institute a mechanism whereby the manifest can be uploaded 

and used for the verification, compliance and other purposes in the place of individual 

invoices, thereby ensuring greater operational efficiency and better legal and financial 

compliance. 

c. Aligning the definition of ‘place of supply’ under GST for B2C operators with that of the rest 

of the industry: Under GST, the place of supply is critical in determining whether a transaction 

is intra-state or inter-state. The e-commerce industry in India is not rooted to a single location. 

Due to the very nature of its operations, it services customers across the country, and seeks to 

ensure the same level of efficient customer service regardless of the location. However, the 

current definition of place of supply (under the GST Act) for B2C operators in the logistics 

space does not align with that of the rest of the industry. This makes it hard for e-commerce 

operators to operate return shipments in the B2C sector efficiently. Therefore, there is a need 

to bring the definition of ‘place of supply’ under GST for B2C operators with respect to 

logistics, in line with the rest of the industry.  

d. Making operational the ERN facility as defined under the tax laws: Every generation of an e-

way bill leads to the creation / allocation of a unique Electronic Reference Number (ERN), 

which is then made available to the supplier, recipient, and the transporter of a particular 

good. The ERN facility has been designed as business-friendly venture under the GST to 

reduce documentation, environmental friendly, trim logistical costs, and increase efficiency 

and speed in transportation, all while preventing tax evasion. The system when implemented 

will ensure greater tax collection and compliance with law, while allowing for faster 

movement of goods and optimum usage of vehicles for e-commerce operators. 

 
ii Export related ease of doing business issues - Examples: 

i. Simplifying return of sold goods via e-commerce channel. Return of sold/export goods is treated as 

fresh import and duty is charged making it unviable. Customs/DGFT may look into it and issue 

guidelines as an extension to CSB – V form and India post procedures for simplification and 

streamlining. 

ii. Return of sold/export goods is treated as fresh import and duty is charged making it unviable: 

Customs/DGFT may look into it and issue guidelines as an extension to CSB – V form and India post 

procedures for simplification and streamlining. 

iii. Allow exporters based in SEZ/STPI to be undertake B2C exports via CSB-V or India post: 

a. Currently the whole process is set up for B2B bulk exports and there is little or no awareness 

in customs or exporters within SEZ/STPI. 

b. B2C exports via CSB – V to be allowed from SEZ/STPI with simplified documentation. 

iv. Reconstitute the board of trade to have broader representation to encourage e-commerce led exports: 

a. Given the fast changing trends and advances in international trade and cross border e-

commerce, the current BoT should be reconstituted or new e-commerce led exports advisory 

council should be set up to provide input for policy formulation on an ongoing basis for 

growth of the e-commerce led exports from India. 

b. The new board of trade should have representation from domestic and international e-

commerce players, payment platforms, B2C exporters with gender diversity, RBI, DGFT and 

other experts. 

c. A quarterly meeting calendar should be published and cadence to be established for ideation 

and speedy resolution of industry or exporters issues. 

 

 
iv Further liberalisation of payment gateways mechanism to boost MSME led exports – Examples: 

i. Mercantile exports should be allowed via OPGSP’s and simplification of documentation requested by 

banks and digitisation of these type of export flows. 

ii. Value limit of $10000 per transaction to be increased to at least $25000per transaction under OPSGP 

for export related remittances 

iii. RBI may consider providing limited activity AD II licenses (specialised AD II licenses) to OPGSP to 

undertake forex conversion of export related remittances. Currently, under FEMA all trade related 

remittances are permitted predominantly only via Authorised dealers banks. The suggestion of limited 

AD Bank to non-banks for specialised activity like OPGSP will reduce the barriers and bring in 

competition in foreign exchange charges which today are the domain of only banks for receiving 

international payments. 
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